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Wahoo  
 

 

Unity 

Harmony 

Celebration 

Joy  

Completion 

Agency  

Understanding 
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Boohoo 
 

 

Isolation 

Destruction 

Fear 

Chaos  

Toil 

Despair 
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MIST Clarification 

MOOD:  how does it feel wahoo or boohoo?  Refine the emotions from there. 

This is the overall sense of the poem and comes about due to all the elements and techniques. 

--Sound has the most direct impact on mood:  soothing/euphonic (o, m, n, l..) or jarring/cacophony (p,t, 

b,k…)  

--assonance, alliteration, consonance, rhyme will impact the pacing 

--Meter will impact the mood, we will not study it much 

**Mood is not to be confused with TONE.  TONE is made up of imagery, diction, and syntax** 

IMAGERY:  what senses are appealed to and what is the weight?  The images will “stack” in different 

levels or binaries to effect mood and tension through connotation. 

--auditory, tactile, visual , taste, olfactory, gustatory; does the appeal to the senses vary or remain the 

same?  To what purpose or effect? 

If you discuss imagery, put an ADJECTIVE  in front of the word imagery:  vibrant/muted, dark/light, 

interior/exterior, broken/whole, secular/sacred….. 

--This is where the TENSION or PROBLEM will show itself most times 

--Figurative Language is often grouped with Imagery 

--Unifying:  personification, similes, and metaphors create connections 

--apostrophe and hyperbole  

STRUCTURE:  understand how the poem is presented and why; shifts of all sorts deepen the message; 

how is the discussion of the problem FRAMED 

--Form:  sonnet or something else; specific forms have set patterns that shift predictably 

--Shift in pov, speakers, or time; watch for ITALICS to reveal this 

--transitional words:  but, if, however, therefore….. shift a discussion 

--Diction (high or low); Syntax (simple or complex) ; Enjambment or line breaks; closed or open stanzas 

TENSION:  This is the struggle of the poem, or the celebration; what is the problem, what are the forces 

pushing and pulling; interior or exterior?  Imagery and shifts will give you this. 

--TONE:  make certain you get the TONE of the poem correct.  While it can be discussed as part of the 

mood, it really surfaces in the TENSION. 
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List and define the components applicable for each element. 

M:   Mood:  how does it feel;  WAHOO OR BOOHOO; WHAT IS THE PROBLEM IN THE POEM 

Wahoo concepts:  unity, understanding, completion, agency 

Bohoo concepts:  isolation, confusion, lack of appreciation, waste, chaos 

 Sound and sense (euphonic and easy or harsh and a struggle) 

I:   Imagery:  adjective; connotation; binary;  juxtaposition; inversion 

1. Auditory, tactile, gustatory, hearing, sight, touch, taste 

 

This is where the TENSION is most evident.  The message of the poem comes through its images.  

Notice how the images lead you to a positive or negative mood.  Is the imagery rich and lush, 

fantastic, light or dark?  Is it an interior/exterior? 

Figurative Language is imagery 

--simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, symbol 

S:   Structure and shifts 

1. Structures and shifts 

--form 

--rhyme scheme; proximity and theme 

--shifts, transitions, repetitions 

--syntax 

--enjambment 

--the dominant sense used 

 

T:  Tension:  What are the emotions or ideas that seem to be engaged?  Tension is primarily created 

through the use of Imagery and Structure.  Are there things that are in contrast or out of place/structure? 
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Key Ideas for the FRQ: 

Row A:  Thesis (assertion/claim) 

1. Echo the prompt (frames the work to be done) but don’t parrot it. 

2. Avoid describing the poem or personalizing/judging the poem 

3. Make a claim or an assertion that is founded on an interpretation, not merely an observation 

4. Offer a line of reasoning or blueprint 

5. A writer can “work their way” to the meaning 

Key words:  by, through, complex, illustrates/maintains/conveys/explores, author’s name.   

Phrases to avoid:  “The poem is about…”,  “Mankind is constantly….” 

Thesis:  “Through her use of vivid imagery, abrupt shifts in perspective, and strongly juxtaposed 

metaphors, Oliver suggests that the relationship between a family and their home is not only complex, but 

conflicted.”  (Black Walnut Tree) 

 

Row B:  Evidence and Commentary (argument) 

1. Topic sentences need to echo thesis and should have an element of the blueprint 

2. Don’t stack, unpack.  Evidence and qtes need to be explored and explicitly bent toward the thesis 

3. Embed qtes 

4. Use the author’s name to illustrate authorial intent and your interpretation.  If you only discuss 

the actions or descriptions of the text without using the author’s name, it is difficult to build a 

discussion of the author’s craft. 

 

Row C:  Sophistication 

1. Don’t spend time analyzing what is not there.  For example, “If the author was discussing a pet 

instead of a tree, the poem would be much different.” 

2. Don’t spend time praising the author or discussing how a literary device might work.  For 

example, “Mary Oliver is one of the greatest nature writers and her use of imagery is 

unparalleled.  Her imagery lets the reader feel like they are right there.” 

3. Use a prose style that will afford complexity of thought.  For example, “While it may seem like 

the speaker in the poem longs to escape the hassles created by the walnut tree, in reality she 

understands that the tree—both literally and figuratively—has come to represent her family’s 

history…. her family tree, if you will.” 
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